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Parsing Strings
The first thing we looked at today is how to get a numerical value from a string. If
you have a string that contains an int or double value, you can "parse" it,
converting that string into a primitive value, by using two handy methods in the Integer and Double
classes:

Integer.parseInt("135")      -> 135 (int)
Double.parseDouble("135")    -> 135. (double)

Next, we talked about how to break up a string that contains values for many variables. Often, several
values will be included in one string, separated by "delimiters" such as commas, spaces, or some other
punctuation: for example, "1,23:40|100".

The most common way to break up a string like this is to search for the delimiter from the start, chop off the
part before that delimiter into a variable, and then shorten the string to start after that delimiter. For
example, here I assume that I have a name in "First Middle Last" format, and I search for the spaces that
separate the parts of the name:

public ArrayList splitName(String name) { // eg "Russell Joseph
Zahniser"
   ArrayList list = new ArrayList();
   
   int index = name.indexOf(" ");        // 7
   list.add(name.substring(0, index));   // ["Russell"]
   name = name.substring(index + 1);     // "Joseph Zahniser"
   
   index = name.indexOf(" ");            // 6
   list.add(name.substring(0, index));   // ["Russell", "Joseph"]
   name = name.substring(index + 1);     // "Zahniser"
   
   list.add(name); // ["Russell", "Joseph", "Zahniser"]
   return list;
}

. 1 If this method had been passed your name instead of mine, what would be the two values found with
indexOf()?

. 2 The variable string contains a string that looks something like this:

"This is a sample|of a string for this problem"

Write code that will locate where in string a pipe "|" character first appears, and split the string
into two String variables: start, which contains everything up to (not including) the pipe
character, and end, which contains everything after (not including) the pipe character.



. 3 The variable string contains three values separated by colons. So, for example, it might look like
"Some:Example:String", but it won't be exactly this. Write some code that will locate where the
colons are and store the string in the middle ("Example", above) in a variable middle.

. 4 A Point is stored the string format "(x,y)". Write a constructor for Point below that will load its
instance variables from a string in this format. So, for example, "(12,5)" should make a Point with
an x of 12 and a y of 5.

public class Point {
   private int x, y;
   
   public Point(String string) {
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
   }
}

. 5 Challenge: A string contains a list of integers, separated by commas, as in "23,57,192,13,456". Write
a method that will return the number at a given index in that string. So, for example,
getComma(2, "23,57,192,13,456") returns 192.

public int getComma(String string, int index) {
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
}


